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Knob  
100 Watts #ETSA481CSR                
200 Watts     #ETSA482CSR       

Button 
100 Watts      #ETSA481CSP               
200 Watts      #ETSA482CSP           
 
 

Technical Specifications
 
  WATTS 100 and 200 Watts (2 speakers required with the 200 watt version)
 
 INPUT VOLTAGE 10-16 Vdc
 
 DIMENSIONS  
 Console Faceplate: 3.17” (8.5 cm) H x 7.54” (19.15 cm) W 
  Amp: 2.64” (6.73 cm) H x 7.02” (17.84 cm) W 
  Cut-out: 2.72” (6.91 cm) H x 7.10” (18.034 cm) W
 
 CERTIFICATIONS Meets or exceeds SAE J1849 and CA Title 13 sound levels when used  
  with SoundOff Signal® speakers
 
 WARRANTY Three-year

400 Series Knob and Button Console Sirens

Note: 2 speakers required with the 200 watt version

Features
 > Unlike other competitors,  

 nERGY offers two console  

 versions. One version has a five  

 position rotary switch and the  

 other features a four push  

 button switch. 

 > 200 watt sirens feature dual- 

 tone capability to deliver two  

 siren tones at once to provide  

 officers with extreme “traffic  

 moving” capability

 > Designed with extra large  

 buttons with appropriate  

 spacing to eliminate buttons to  

 be accidentally pressed

 > Horn ring scroll provides ability  

 to quickly change tones with  

 the tap of the horn

 > Provides up to eight 10 amps  

 and three 20 amp outputs with  

 internal fuses for powering  

 solenoids (i.e. gunlock) or  

 supplying power and signaling  

 to other onboard peripherals  

 (printer, radar, GPS, etc.) 

 > Built-in protection against over/ 

 under voltage, short circuit and  

 reverse polarity
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Handheld  
100 Watts     #ETSA461HPP
200 Watts      #ETSA462HPP
100 Watts, 13 Feet Coil Cable Length #ETSA461HPP-EXT
200 Watts, 13 Feet Coil Cable Length #ETSA462HPP-EXT

Technical Specifications
 
  WATTS 100 and 200 Watts (2 speakers required with the 200 watt version)
 
 INPUT VOLTAGE 10-16 Vdc
 
 DIMENSIONS  
 Handheld Panel: 3.51” (8.92 cm) H x 6.98” (17.73 cm) W x 1.17” (2.98 cm) D 
 Remote Amplifier/Relay: 2.62” (6.66 cm) H x 7” (17.80 cm) W x 6.51” (16.54 cm) D
 
 CERTIFICATIONS Meets or exceeds SAE J1849 and CA Title 13 sound levels when used  
  with SoundOff Signal® speakers
 
 WARRANTY Three-year

400 Series Handheld and Remote Sirens

Remote  
100 Watts #ETSA481RSP          
200 Watts      #ETSA482RSP       

Note: 2 speakers required with the 200 watt version

Features
Handheld

 > Provides unique advantages  

 unlike any product on the  

 market today: LED, Alley and  

 Arrow handheld switch   

 indicators for convenient  

 viewing and extensive   

 programmability. 
  

Remote

 > Officers value the sound   

 intensity of the dual-tone feature  

 “fooling” perpetrators into  

 believing multiple  

 police vehicles are in pursuit. 
 

Handheld and Remote

 > 200 watt sirens feature dual- 

 tone capability to deliver two  

 siren tones at once to provide  

 officers with extreme “traffic  

 moving” capability

 > Designed with extra large  

 buttons with appropriate  

 spacing to eliminate buttons to  

 be accidentally pressed

 > Horn ring scroll provides ability  

 to quickly change tones with  

 the tap of the horn

 > Provides up to eight 10 amps  

 and three 20 amp outputs with  

 internal fuses for powering  

 solenoids (i.e. gunlock) or  

 supplying power and signaling  

 to other onboard peripherals  

 (printer, radar, GPS, etc.) 

 > Built-in protection against over/ 

 under voltage, short circuit and  

 reverse polarity


